Celebrating a historic milestone: 150 years of Swiss-Japanese relations

The year 2014 marks a milestone in the history of relations between Switzerland and Japan: it is the 150th anniversary of the signing of the Treaty of Kanagawa. This treaty, signed on March 31, 1864, paved the way for more than a century of friendship and cooperation between the two nations.

The treaty was a significant milestone in the history of Japan, as it marked the end of the country’s isolationist policy and the beginning of its modernization. Over the years, Japan and Switzerland have developed strong economic and cultural ties, with Switzerland becoming a key partner in Japan’s efforts to open up to the world.

Today, Switzerland and Japan are recognized as important partners in various fields, including business, science, technology, and culture. The two nations have established a close relationship that is characterized by mutual trust and respect.

To commemorate this historic milestone, a joint event was held in Tokyo to mark the 150th anniversary of the Treaty of Kanagawa. The event was attended by representatives from both countries, including government officials and business leaders.

The event took place in the presence of the Swiss Federal Councillor, Didier Burkhalter, and the Japanese Foreign Minister, Fumio Kishida. Both leaders emphasized the importance of the historic treaty and the ongoing relationship between Switzerland and Japan.

The event also included a panel discussion on the future of the relationship between Switzerland and Japan. The panelists discussed the challenges and opportunities that lie ahead, as well as the importance of maintaining strong ties between the two nations.

In conclusion, the 150th anniversary of the Treaty of Kanagawa marks a significant milestone in the history of relations between Switzerland and Japan. The two nations have come a long way since 1864, and the future looks promising as they continue to cooperate and develop new opportunities together.
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**Sustainable coffee for Asia’s demanding consumers**

Volcafe knows its coffee — and you can trust the end result.

Volcafe, the London-based global trading-related service provider on coffee, has been a reliable partner for coffee-producing and -consum ing countries for centuries. In 1851, it is part of the leading agricultural commerce network, London-based ED&F Man, which has been widely accepted over one hundred years.

**Streamlined services for clients in world’s financial centers**

Volcafe's long-term presence into increasingly important coffee markets. “While coffee consumption worldwide is growing steadily, it is in double digits in Asia,” says van der Wild. “Latin America is particularly a very dynamic and competitive market. We see it as a growth area, with Japanese consumers buying the region in their love for better specialty coffee.”

Volcafe’s maintainable approach and strong relationship with suppliers during times of distress are a hugely attractive place for our clients,” he says. “We pride ourselves on providing quality and customer service to our clients.”

Volcafe’s long-standing history in Switzerland is a testament to the company's commitment to providing quality and customer service to its clients. Minsho Bank Switzerland is a fully owned subsidiary under the Minsho Group of Companies. Within the global group, it offers a wide range of services, including wealth management, investment banking, and strategic advisory services.

Volcafe is able to cater to the needs of its clients by providing custom solutions. The company’s CEO, Paul Moser, says, “We are happy with our business today. We are serving our processes. On your’s you can always trust with Japanese clients and local expertise, the firm pays close attention to its private and corporate clientele.”

The now independent company was a partner at KPMG Switzerland, where he developed markets in Asia, the Middle East, Eastern Europe, and Scandinavia. In 2011 the group acquired a keen understanding of Japanese business, serving several Japanese and international clients over the past two years. “We are able to build the bridge between the investor’s country and its investment destination, making sure that the relevant regulatory and compliance aspects are met in addition to the investment-related issues,” Moser says.

Volcafe sees its coffee as an immense trend-setting opportunity. The company’s CEO, Paul Moser, says, “We are proud of our Swiss heritage, we are happy with our local expertise, and we are always asked multiple questions by our clients, and we are always happy to help, even one before offering solutions.”
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